TRANSFIX + TRANSFORM COMMERCIAL INTERIORS WITH BENTLEY’S LATEST CARPET TILE COLLECTION

*Disruptor™ + Teleport™ Break Tradition with Yarn Composition and Limitless Color Choices*

**LOS ANGELES (January 2017)** – Transformation is within your reach designers. The latest carpet tile collection from **Bentley** – California’s leading commercial carpet manufacturer – interrupts staid, structured commercial interiors with a touch of beautiful, modern disorder. With their extraordinary textures and colors, **Disruptor™ + Teleport™** are more than carpet styles; they’re transformative tools for every designer’s toolbox.

An experiment in texture, Disruptor + Teleport feature a sophisticated assortment of twisted yarns, cabled and bundled, that produce dramatic depth and movement on the floor. But the collection’s true magic is in its use of Bentley’s ultimate tool in color flexibility, **COLORCAST™**. Matching color from any source, including paint chips and fabric swatches, the advanced color technology gives designers unparalleled options.
Consider the standard palette of 12 subtle and bold colorways, which are simply a conversation starter, or choose a combination of neutrals for tranquil elegance, or vibrant hues for an energetic rush. Color can make the carpet whisper or sing; the only limit is your imagination.

Teleport + Disruptor move with – and within – a space, adding visual impact to all that surrounds them. The voluminous, tightly twisted yarn bundle creates the illusion of folded pleats as it rises to the surface of each design. Teleport’s mid-scale, graphic pattern floats softly into a swell of textural elements as it transports in and out of view. In contrast, the thrashing, seismic energy of Disruptor appears etched from the surface.

Disruptor + Teleport styles are available in 24in x 24in and 18in x 36in and utilize Antron® Legacy™ Type 6,6 Nylon. The products are Cradle to Cradle Certified™, NSF® 140 certified and CRI Green Label Plus certified, and produced in a LEED®-EBOM Gold-certified manufacturing facility.

###

About Bentley
Defining style, color, quality and service for more than 30 years, Bentley Mills, Inc. manufactures and markets award-winning broadloom, carpet tile and area rug products for all commercial interiors across the globe. Bentley is recognized for leadership in product design, style and customer service. Bentley is committed to sustainable commerce, and, as the largest commercial carpet manufacturer in California, the company operates in a LEED®-EBOM Gold carpet mill. For more information, contact Bentley at 800.423.4709 or visit us at bentleymills.com or on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, LinkedIn, Instagram and Google+.
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